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North America 
Shell has announced its third major discovery in the Norphlet play in Canyon block 525 in the deep 
waters of the Gulf of Mexico with the successful Rydberg exploration well. The company is completing 
the full evaluation of the well results but expects the resource base to be approximately 100mn boe. 
Together with the Appomattox and Vicksburg discoveries, this brings the total potential Norphlet 
discoveries to over 700mn boe. This is the first discovery for the partnership of Shell (operator, 57.2%), 
Ecopetrol (28.5%) and Nexen (14.3%). 
 
Apache has completed the sales of its non – operated interests in the Lucius and Heidelberg 
development projects and 11 primary term deepwater exploration blocks in the Gulf of Mexico to a 
subsidiary of Freeport – McMoRan Copper & Gold and other interest owners for $1.4bn. Meanwhile, 
Devon Energy is to sell all of its non – core US oil and gas properties to Linn Energy for $2.3bn. The 
agreement covers Devon’s remaining assets targeted for divestiture and includes properties in the 
Rockies, onshore Gulf Coast, and Mid – Continent regions of the US. 
 
The US has imposed new sanctions against Russia over Ukraine, including against Russian energy 
companies Rosneft and Novatek, limiting the companies’ access to US financing, reports Reuters. 
Sanctions have also been applied to Gazprombank, Russia’s third largest, and state development bank 
Vnesheconombank (VEB), as well as on the Feodisiya oil terminal in the Crimean peninsula, the news 
agency continues, although notably, Gazprom has been left unsanctioned so far. 
 
Middle East  
Shell has pulled out of Saudi Arabia’s Kidan sour gas project just ahead of the previously expected 
launch of front – engineering and design (FEED) tenders for the long – awaited development, reports 
Platts, putting the $4bn first phase of the project into limbo. 
 
Kuwait Oil Company (KOC) has awarded international oil and gas services provider Petrofac a contract 
for gathering centre 29 (GC29), which is located approximately 70km north of Kuwait City. Valued at 
approximately $700mn, the project will be completed over a period of approximately three years. The 
scope of work includes the engineering, procurement, construction, pre – commissioning and 
commissioning of GC29, one of three gathering centres being built to support KOC’s plans to increase 
and maintain oil production over the next five years. Each of the three gathering centres will be capable 
of producing around 100,000 b/d of oil, together with associated water and gas. 
 
Asia – Pacific 
Technip, in a consortium with Persero, has secured an onshore lump – sum contract from Pertamina for 
the Matindok gas project located in central Sulawesi, Indonesia. Comprising the Donggi, Matindok, 
Maleoraja and Minahaki fields, the Matindok project has about 1bn cm/y of gas, according to 100% 
owner Pertamina. The contract covers the engineering, procurement, construction and installation of 
gas well pads, flowlines, pipelines; a central processing plant (672mn cm/y of gas) with gas treatment 
facilities such as acid gas removal as well as sulphur removal; and related infrastructure. Sweet gas from 
the Matindok central processing plant will be sent to the Donggi Senoro LNG plant. 
 
Shell Australia is expected to complete the $2.6bn sale of its 120,000 b/d Geelong oil refinery and 870 – 
strong service station network to Switzerland – based trader Vitol by 1 August. According to Platts, the 
sale also covers Shell’s bulk fuels, bitumen, chemicals and part of its lubricants businesses in Australia, 



but excludes its aviation supply operations and lube oil blending and grease plants in Brisbane, 
Queensland, which will be converted to bulk storage and distribution facilities. Shell converted it 79,000 
b/d facility at Clyde in Sydney, New South Wales, into an import terminal in September 2012. Platts also 
notes that Caltex will convert its 135,000 b/d facility at Kurnell, Sydney, into an import terminal later this 
year, while BP has announced it plans close its 102,000 b/d Bulwer Island oil refinery in Brisbane by mid 
– 2015. 
 
The first liquefaction train at the Gladstone LNG facility in Queensland, Australia, has been completed 
and the project is on track for first exports around the end of the year. the second of the two trains is 
due for completion by then, taking nameplate capacity to 8.5mn t/y. 
 
Latin America 
Repsol has discovered hydrocarbons in its TB14 well in the TSP block offshore Trinidad and Tobago, east 
to the Island of Trinidad. The discovery, made outside of the existing extension of the Teak field, has an 
estimated 40mn barrels of oil in place. The find adds to the successful completion of the TB13 
development well, which began producing in May. Repsol operates the field with a 70% interest, 
partnered by co – ventures Petroleum Company of Trinidad and Tobago (Petrotrin) and The National 
Gas Company of Trinidad and Tobago (NGC), with a 15% stake each. 
 
Europe 
ExxonMobil is to invest more than $1bn dollars in its refinery in the port of Antwerp, installing a new 
delayed coker unit to allow the facility to convert heavy, high – sulphur remainder fractions into cleaner 
oil products and transport fuel such as marine gasoil and diesel fuel. The company recently installed a 
130MW cogeneration unit and diesel hydrotreater at the Antwerp complex. Despite extremely low 
margins and industry – wide losses in Europe, due primarily to excess refining capacity, ExxonMobil 
states it is investing for the long term, addressing an industry shortfall in capability to convert fuel oil to 
products such as diesel. The Antwerp refinery has a current production capacity of approximately 
320,000 b/d and had been in operation since 1953. 
 
 Africa 
Libya’s government claims it has reached agreement with protesters to reopen the Western EI Sahara, EI 
Feel and Wafa oil fields and the pipelines to the Zawiya port. The National Oil Corporation (NOC) says 
production has restarted at the EI Feel oil field. 
 
Egypt’s debt to foreign oil companies, including BP and BG Group, was said to be $5bn by the end of 
April 2014, according to a recent statement by Tarek EI Molla, Chairman of Egyptian General Petroleum 
Corporation to Reuters. Egypt paid back $1.5bn at the end of last year and has promised scheduled 
repayment of about $3.5bn by 2016, according to an announcement made in February by Oil Minister 
Sherif Ismail. 
 
Energy consortium project marks first step 
An innovative energy industry consortium set up to tackle the key challenge of enhancing oil recovery 
from reservoirs has started its mission by holding an initial meeting to execute its plan of action. The 
€3.9mn (£3.2mn) project named OPTIOIN (optimizing oil production by novel technology integration), 
which is being funded by the Danish InnovationsFonden, is a collaboration by Lloyd’s Register (LR) 
Energy, LR Senergy, the Technical University of Denmark (DTU) and Welltec. The 16 members of the 
consortium convened in Denmark, where they agreed the strategy for the integration and optimization 



of reservoirs and horizontal well simulations models to meet OPTION’s ultimate aim of enhancing oil 
production and recovery.  
 
If OPTION is successful, even a 1% increase in oil recovery from Danish fields would represent and 
estimated value of DKK60bn (€8bn/£6.8bn) to the Danish economy. 
 
Small drop in OPEC production 
Oil production from OPEC dipped by 30,000b/d in June to 29.94mn b/d, according to the latest (12 July) 
Platts survey of OPEC and oil industry officials and analysts. The survey showed Iraq’s output plunge of 
160,000b/d was largely offset by production increases from several other OPEC member countries. 
 
‘Small though it may by, a dip in OPEC output is the last thing the consuming world wants to see,’ said 
John Kingston, Platts Global Director of News. ‘OPEC itself sees the call on its crude averaging 30.4mn 
b/d in the second half of this year, so any drop in production from the organization – even an 
involuntary one – could be viewed as a move in the wrong direction.’ 
 
The 40,000 b/d boost from Libya in June marked the first increase since the beginning of the year, when 
output was estimated to have risen to 530,000 b/d in January from 250,000 b/d in December. Libyan 
production declined steadily in recent months as the stalemate between the authorities in Tripoli and 
the protesters occupying oil facilities and blockading ports continued. 
 
Production in the beleaguered country has begun to climb again after agreements between the 
government and the protesters that resulted in the Sharara oil field restarting production in early July 
and the lifting of force majeure at port Es Sider and Ras Lanuf. 
 
However, given the continuing political turmoil and the likely constraints on production as a result of 
fields having been shut in for long periods, industry sources and analysts are far from optimistic that 
Libya will be able to restore output to the 1.4mn b/d level achieved during the early part of 2013 any 
time soon. 
 
Iraq’s southern production and export facilities were not affected by the jihadist onslaught across the 
northern part of the country in June that put paid to any hopes Baghdad might have had of resuming 
exports of Kirkuk crude via the Iraq – Turkey pipeline to Ceyhan. Northern exports, which averaged 
293,000b/d in February, have been suspended since sabotage closed the pipeline in early March. 
Baghdad is now entirely reliant on the southern system, which has been blighted by a number of 
technological problems, not least of which are pumping constraints that are limiting the volume of crude 
available for export to around 2.5mn b/d. 
 
Saudi Arabia’s output of 9.78mn b/d was highest since March 2014, but the outlook remains uncertain 
as spills largely due to crude oil theft and unrest continue in the Niger Delta. 
 
OPEC issued its first forecast for 2015 in early July, saying that increased world oil demand would be met 
entirely by non – OPEC producers and that the call on OPEC oil would drop by 300,000 b/d to 29.4mn 
b/d from 29.7mn b/d in the current year. during the second half of this year, however, OPEC expects 
demand for its crude to average around 30.4mn b/d. 
 
 
 



Financing deal helps unlock Mozambique’s gas – to – power potential 
Standard Bank claims that its provision of $170mn in dept financing to help build a 118 MW gas – fired 
power plant in Ressano Garcia, Mozambique, is ‘the final piece in unlocking the complete gas – to – 
power value chain in development across Mozambique.’ The Bank acted as sole mandated lead arranger 
to Gigawatt, a Mozambican company that was awarded a gas power generation concession by the 
country’s government which is expected to supply power to the capital city of Maputo. The project will 
supply approximately 12% of Mozambique’s total power demand upon completion. This will help reduce 
the country’s reliance on neighbouring South, which currently supplies the bulk of the electricity needs 
of the nation’s capital by bringing the electricity generated in northern Mozambique through South 
Africa and then on the Maputo given the limited transmission network in Mozambique. 
 
Standard Bank has participated in funding several deals involving key strategic players in Mozambique’s 
oil and gas and power and infrastructure sectors. This has seen more than $540mn of debt extended to 
the Republic of Mozambique Pipeline Investment Company Limited (ROMPCO), an additional $20mn of 
debt to the Matola Gas Company (MGC) and $240mn of debt to an unincorporated joint venture 
consisting of Sasol Petroleum Temane (SPT), which sources gas from Sasol’s fields in Mozambique’s 
Temane / Pande region. 
 
Gigawatt has also signed a long – term power purchase agreement with state power company 
Electricidade de Mocambique (EDM), which plans to use all the power generated by the project 
domestically. The transaction, which was funded with 75% senior debt and 5% subordinated debt with a 
door – to – door tenor of 12 years, is understood to be the first project – financed independent power 
producer (IPP) initiative to reach financial close in Mozambique. 
 
Standard Bank’s research shows that demand for power in Mozambique, which reaches around 805MW 
at peak usage at present, is growing at roughly 14% per annum. 
 
Refining capacity additions set to increase pressure on margins 
An additional 11.7mn b/d of crude distillation capacity (CDU) will come online globally between 2014 
and 2020, with an annual average of 1.6mn b/d, according to research and consulting firm GlobalData. 
 
The company’s latest report on the sector stares that with an additional CDU of 3.1mn b/d planned 
between 2014 and 2020, the Middle East will be the largest contributor increase, accounting for 
approximately 27%. 
 
Meanwhile, refining additions in Asia, which include China with 2.6mn b/d representing 22% of the 
global total, India with 1.9mn b/d (17%) and ‘All other Asia’ with 1.7mn b/d (15%), will amount to over 
50% of the overall growth in refining capacity. 
 
Carmine Rositano, GlobalData’s Managing Analyst – Downstream Oil & Gas, says: ‘As Asia will remain 
the world’s oil demand growth engine through 2020, this figure is unsurprising. Thanks mainly to the 
start – up of large – scale projects in the Middle East and Asia, these regions will contribute a combine 
80% of new capacity, with refining balances further tilting to East of the Suez areas. Eight large – scale 
refining projects with at least 300,000 b/d of capacity are expected to begin operation globally, with 
seven of these projects coming online between 2018 and 2020. This will push the annual increase in 
global refining capacity to its highest level by the end of the forecast period, with 2.8mn b/d forecast to 
be added in 2018.’ 
 



GlobalData states that approximately half of the remaining 20% of incremental refining capacity will 
come from Latin America, as a result of new grass – root projects in Brazil and refinery expansions in 
Colombia, Ecuador and Peru. 
 
The US and Former Soviet Union will each account for 3% of the world’s capacity, thanks to small 
projects, including condensate splitters, in the US and the construction of new refineries in Russia and 
Turkmenistan, along with an expansion project in Estonia. 
 
Rositano concludes: ‘Overall, the increase in predicated refining capacity from 2015 through to the end 
of 2019 are significantly higher than the forecasted long – term annual oil demand growth of 1.2mn b/d 
to 1.4mn b/d. This will impact negatively upon refining margins and likely cause additional refinery 
closures, or lower refining utilization levels, in other areas of the world, including Europe.’ 
 
Middle East crisis ramps up  
The militant Islamic State of Iraq and al – Sham, known as ISIS, claimed to have killed 270 soldiers, 
guards and staff loyal to Assad when it captured Syria’s Shaer gas field east of Palmyrain mid – July. At 
the same time, despite recent fighting in the north and west of Iraq, Oil Minister Abdul Kareem al – 
Luaibi maintains current Iraqi oil production is running at 3.15mn b/d and expects exports to average 
2.6mn b/d, according to a Reuters report. The Minister claims production in the south of the country has 
not been affected by attacks in the north, and capacity of the oil export facilities has been expanded to 
3mn b/d – the highest since 2003, when US forces overthrew Saddam Hussein. 
 
A plats report suggests that the continuing jihadist onslaught across the northern part of the country has 
eliminated any hopes of Baghdad resuming exports of Kirkuk crude via the Iraq – Turkey pipeline to 
Ceyhan. Northern exports, which average 293,000 b/d in February, have been suspended since sabotage 
shut the line in early March. 
 
However, Reuters reports that Iraq’s Kurdish region had begun to pump oil from Kirkuk finds that were 
previously owned by Iraq’s central government. Kurdish forces took control of production facilities at 
the Kirkuk and Bai Hassan northern fields on 11 July. Apparently, a line that was used to send crude from 
Kurdistan has been reversed for use by the Kurdish 20,000 – 25,000 b/d. 
 
The Kirkuk and Bai Hassan oil fields have a combined production capacity of 450,000 b/d but have not 
been producing significant volumes since March. 
 
According to Platts, although oil production from OPEC dipped by 30,000 b/d in June to 29.94mn b/d. 
Iraq’s output plunge was largely offset by production increase in several other OPEC counties. 
 
Total in talks to sell Totalgaz 
Total has entered into exclusive negotiation with UGI Corporation, the parent company of Antargaz, 
after having received a firm offer from the US company to acquire all outstanding shares of Totalgaz, the 
Group’s LPG distributor in France. The planned sale will be subject to the approval of the competent 
administrative and regulatory authorities. 
 
UGI is a leading international retailer and distributor of LPG with Operations in the US and 16 European 
countries. In recent years it has developed a significant presence in Europe, including through the 
acquisition of assists in the Benelux countries, Nordic countries, the UK and Poland. The acquisition of 
Totalgaz would extend the footprint of Antargaz, UGI’s French LPG distribution affiliate, expanding its 



residential and commercial customer base across all regions of the country and creating a national 
leader in LPG marketing. 
 
 


